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M A T E R I A L S  S C I E N C E

Instant interfacial self-assembly for homogeneous 
nanoparticle monolayer enabled conformal  
“lift-on” thin film technology
Liping Song1,2,3†, Ben Bin Xu4†, Qian Cheng2, Xiaoyuan Wang1, Xiaoning Luo1,  
Xue Chen4, Tao Chen2, Youju Huang1*

Thin film fabrication is of great importance in modern engineering. Here, we propose a universal and conformal 
thin film technique enabled by the wetting empowered interfacial self-assembly. By tailoring the contact angle 
of nanoparticle (NP), a NP monolayer can be assembled instantly (within 5 seconds) with an excellent harvesting 
efficiency (up to 97.5 weight %). This self-assembly strategy presents a universal applicability on various materials, 
e.g., nonmetal, metal, and core-shell structures, and can achieve a monolayer with same in-plane area as a 95 cm2 
wafer in a single process, indicating great potential for scale-up manufacturing. Through a template transfer, we 
coat the surface of different substrates (plastic, paper, etc.) with the assembled film in a conformal and non-
destructive “lift-on” manner and subsequently demonstrate fluorescent micropatterns. This self-assembly strategy 
has great implications in advancing thin film technology in a user-friendly and cost-effective fashion for applica-
tions in anti-counterfeiting, actuators, and wearable/flexible electronics.

INTRODUCTION
Thin film engineering technique plays key role in the development 
of frontier electronics devices, by realizing micro/nano structures 
with unique optical, electrical, magnetic, and catalytic properties (1). 
Conventional micro- and nanofabrication methods for thin film 
engineering include top-down and bottom-up approaches. The 
lithography-based top-down strategy features high resolution and 
reliability (2) but has shortcomings such as high cost, time-consuming, 
etc. (3). The bottom-up approach contains diverse technical routes, 
i.e., template-based processes, laser printing, self-assembly, chemical 
vapor deposition, etc. (4). However, issues such as restrictive material 
systems, limited scalability, and additional processing constraints 
severely bottleneck the application of many of these approaches in 
scale-up manufacturing (5).

The conformal fabrication of thin film structure is of vital impor-
tance in enabling novel structure-property relationships (6) by ful-
filling dedicated geometries for the robust sensing performances of 
flexible electronics (7). The versatile construction of two-dimensional 
(2D) micro-/nanostructures is highly desirable in designing and 
developing advanced electronic and optical devices with outstanding 
characteristics and functionalities (8). Several technologies are well 
established for achieving conformal 2D thin film patterning either 
in benchtop process or in scale-up manufacturing, such as subtrac-
tive lithography, laser direct writing, and transfer printing (9). 

However, considerable challenges remain yet to be addressed, such 
as the stamp deformation, geometry-related stress localization, and 
the inaccurate controllability of motion and pressure (10).

Spontaneously, self-assembly of molecules or particles into 
2D/3D architectures (11, 12) has emerged as an effective thin film 
process with advantages such as low cost, good compatibility with 
existing technology, and minimal infrastructure requirements. 
Recent development of 2D nanoparticle (NP) assemblies with 
surface tunability (13) enables promising application opportunities 
such as skin-like multifunctional wearable systems (14). Further 
explorations have focused on improving the efficiency to construct 
2D thin films, through destabilization-based assembly (15), external- 
force assistance (16), and chemical linker–induced assembly (17). 
One of the latest technical trends is the interfacial assembly process, 
where NPs are drawn to low-tension interfaces by manipulating the 
surface charge density (18, 19). Substantial efforts have been 
exercised to improve the efficiency of interfacial assembly by tailoring 
the contact angle of NPs. Typical strategies include adding active 
solvents (20) and/or electrolytes (21), as well as hydrophobic modi-
fication (22). The core of these traditional interfacial assembly 
approaches is to reduce surface charge density on Au NPs by lever-
aging the low dielectric constant of ethanol as a solvent to overcome the 
kinetic energy barrier. Traditional interfacial assembly approaches 
have been constrained markedly by the limited reduction energy 
barrier (G1) caused by the inadequate hydrophobicity on NPs 
(the contact angle of NPs, 1 < 90°), which leads to several short-
comings such as the time-consuming assembly process (>20 min), 
limited assembly area (several square centimeters), inhomogeneous 
NP arrangement, and poor availability of NPs. Huge gap needs to 
be bridged to achieve scalable interfacial assembly of 2D NP film 
on interface.

Theoretically, the segregation of NPs to the interface needs to 
overcome the thermodynamic and kinetic energy barriers. Thermo-
dynamically, assembly occurs autonomously due to the constant 
negative value of the Gibbs free energy (E) that can be tuned by 
adjusting the contact angle () of the NPs (23, 24)
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  ∆ E = −   r   2         (cos − 1)   2   (1)

where r is the radius and  is the interfacial tension of NP. Without 
any assistance, the assembly will be easily obstructed in most scenarios 
because of the strong dominance of the kinetic adsorption barrier 
(G) (22), which consists of the common contribution of NP interac-
tion (GDLVO) and hydrophobic interaction energy (Ghydro) (25)

  G =  G  DLVO   +  G  hydro  (h)  (2)

The hydrophobic interaction energy in Eq. 2 can be repre-
sented by

   G  hydro  (h ) = − ( K  132   r ) / h  (3)

where h is the distance between NPs and interface; K132 is hydro-
phobic energy constant that can be determined by (26)

   log  K  132   = − 8.2 (     cosθ − 1 ─ 2   )   − 20   (4)

Theoretically, a higher contact angle of NPs (>90°) yields a higher 
value of K (Eq. 4), thus leading to a lower Ghydro (Eq. 3) and G (Eq. 2). 
From this perspective, the value of  is a critical factor to minimize 

both the thermodynamic and kinetic energy barriers, paving the 
road toward more effective thin film manufacturing techniques 
based on interfacial self-assembly.

Perfluorinated molecules with low surface free energy (27) hold 
great promise for interfacial self-assembly with the capability to 
effectively tune the wettability of NPs. Here, we report a universal 
and conformal thin film technique enabled by the versatile and 
robust interfacial assembly strategy by introducing perfluoro 
sulfhydryl ligand [perfluorodecanethiol (PFT)] (28). PFT provides 
abundant superhydrophobic structure (─CF3) to endow NPs with 
super high contact angle to achieve an ultralow kinetical adsorption 
barrier (G2; Fig. 1A). The interfacial assembly procedure in this 
work is illustrated in Fig. 1B, and the rapid assembly is achieved by 
adding the PFT mixing solution (ethanol/hexane). We manage to 
reduce the energy barrier powerfully (2 > 130°, G2 ≪ G1) during 
assembly by inducing the strong hydrophobicity on the surface of 
Au NPs. Notably, the described interfacial self-assembly approach 
distinguishes itself with excellent potential for facile and scalable 
processing, including ultrafast assembly speed (less than 5 s) for 
fresh NPs, scale-up manufacturing (up to 95 cm2 wafer size), re-
markable assembly efficiency (up to 97.5%), and a universal appli-
cability to a wide group of common materials (metals, polymer, 
oxides, and carbon materials). Moreover, the obtained monolayer 
films can be transferred with an embossing technique arbitrary on 
the substrates. In addition, the reorganization of assembled thin 
film was accomplished with interfacial capturing properties for 
hydrophilic molecules (fluorescent dyes) to achieve conformal 
fluorescence pattern in a “lift-on” manner.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of instant interfacial assembly induced by PFT. (A) Core distinction between traditional approaches and our PFT-induced interfacial 
assembly. (B) Schematic representation and experimental demonstration for the rapid fabrication of scale-up and density assembly of NPs at interface induced by PFT. 
(C) Key low surface energy of PFT among many other molecules for interfacial assembly. PEG, polyethylene glycol; 4-Aminothiophenol (4-ATP), 4-adenosine 5′-triphosphate. 
Photo credit: Liping Song, College of Material, Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Hangzhou Normal University.
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RESULTS
Interfacial assembly of Au NPs into monolayer film
Here, PFT with rich hydrophobic perfluorinated group was used to 
overcome the thermodynamic and kinetic energy barriers super-
latively (Fig. 1C and table S1). The Au NPs with a uniform size of 
35 nm with customized surface properties (fig. S1) were prepared 
according to previously reported methods (29, 30). Unlike the tra-
ditional interfacial assembly strategy that usually requires compli-
cated pretreatment for NPs (31), the fresh Au NPs with optimized 
concentration (figs. S2 and S3) in this work can be efficiently as-
sembled into macroscopic 2D monolayer films without any modifi-
cation. Considering the solvent system requirement for effective 
interfacial self- assembly (fig. S4) among the solvents with different 
types (fig. S4) and proportions (fig. S5), the facile assembly process 
can be achieved by rapidly shaking the mixture of PFT solution 
(VEthanol:VHexane = 2:1) and Au NP aqueous solution for less than 5 s 
(Fig. 2A and movie S1). This assembly approach offers an attractive 
potential for scale-up fabrication with a planar area up to 95 cm2 
(fig. S6). Different from the denoted “3D metal droplet” assemblies 
(32), the 2D film obtained by PFT-induced interfacial assembly pre-
sented single-storied, uniform, and dense NP arrangement (Fig. 2B 
and fig. S7). We also find that a higher concentration of PFT (around 
10 mM) will lead to high contact angle of NPs (132°; Fig. 2C), thus 
resulting in a more homogeneous and denser 2D monolayer film at 
the end of assembly process (figs. S8 and S9). This can be attributed 
to the effective replacement of van der Waals force to electrostatic 
repulsion between PFT on Au NPs (33). The concentration effects 
of PFT on interfacial assembly have been exhibited in fig. S10. In 
addition, the assembled film has a redshift (about 77 nm) of 
plasmonic resonance compared to Au NP solution (curve a), which 
agrees with previously reported work (20).

We next assess the homogeneity of the self-assembled monolayer. 
The adsorption of the assembled monolayer film in ultraviolet- 
visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy presents a sharp peak due to the 
formation of a homogeneous monolayer (Fig. 2D), while the Au NP 
film prepared through the conventional ethanol injection approach 
shows a board absorption peak (20) due to stacking and aggregation 
of the NPs. This is because the PFT effectively enhances and nar-
rows the adsorption of the 2D Au NP films and the parallel samples 
manifested stable adsorption (fig. S11). The scale-up and density 
assembly of NP monolayer also enabled the high-optical reflectivity 
of the interface, as previously reported (16). In general, the optical 
mode of the interface transforms from transmission (“Window”) to 
strong reflection (“Mirror”) accompanying the interfacial assembling 
of NPs from the aqueous phase to interface (Fig. 2, E to I). The 
“seven-color flower” pattern was placed at the bottom of the aqueous 
dispersion of Au NPs. Initially, the pattern of the seven-color flower 
can be observed through the aqueous solution of Au NPs before 
assembly. After Au NP assembled film, the seven-color flower 
pattern almost disappears and is replaced with the “winter jasmine 
flower” pattern (pasted on the camera) (Fig. 2E-ii). In addition, we 
measure Grazing-Incidence Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS) 
to confirm the ordered arrangement of 2D Au NP monolayer films, 
as shown in Fig. 2 (F and G). Multiple parallel streaks can be directly 
observed because of the distinct scattering of the monolayer super-
lattice (34). The prominent first- and second- order Bragg peaks 
determined by Gaussian fits (35) give insight that Au NPs were 
organized in macroscopic, dense, and short range– ordered assembly 
architectures. These results strongly demonstrate that the NP 

monolayer film is formed with high density and uniformity. By 
comparing this approach with other interfacial assembly strategies 
(table S2) in aspects such as film-forming time, pretreatment for NPs, 
assembly area, generalizability, NPs arrangement in films, etc., the 
described approach shows a superior efficiency with a much shorter 
assembly time (less than 5 s, at least one magnitude faster than the 
other approaches).

Our approach achieves a high utilization efficiency of NPs, with 
almost colorless aqueous solution after interfacial self-assembly 
(fig. S12C), compared to the usually pink or red residual solution of 
the conventional assembly method (fig. S12B) due to the large 
remaining quantity of NPs (31). The absorption (curve iii in Fig. 3A) 
of the bulk phase after film forming at 523 nm also directly verified 
the high utilization efficiency of NPs from bulk phase to interface. 
The average utilization efficiency of NPs with PFT up to 97.5% 
(curve ii in Fig. 3B) has been achieved, which is the most efficient 
assembly to date. The high utilization of NPs may be attributed to 
the distinctive hydrophobic attraction of the interface to PFT-coated 
NPs, while the incompatibility of PFT in hexane confines NPs in 

Fig. 2. 2D monolayer film of Au NPs with scale-up assembly area and dense 
NP arrangement. (A) Photographs of dynamic assembly process of Au NPs at 
water-hexane interface induced by PFT. (B) Scanning electron microscopy and 
transmission electron microscopy images of density Au NP assembled film. Scale 
bars, 500 and 20 nm, respectively. (C) Contact angles of pure silicon wafer (I) and 
Au NPs assemblies with different concentrations of PFT. The contact angle test was 
conducted by dropping 3 l of water on the surface of Au NP films. The concentra-
tion of PFT from II to IX is 0 nM, 1 nM, 100 nM, 20 M, 100 M, 1 mM, 10 mM, and 
100 mM, respectively. The insets are the snapshots of the dynamic process of 
dropping 3 l of water on the surface of Au NP films formed with 10 mM PFT. 
(D) Ultraviolet–visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy spectrum of Au NP solution (black) 
and Au NP assemblies acquired by conventional methods (purple) and PFT-assisted 
approach (red). a.u., arbitrary units. (E) Schematic (i) and real images (ii) observed 
before, after, and during violent mixing: the transferring from Window to Mirror. 
(F) 2D GISAXS image of Au NP assembled film. (G) 1D GISAXS patterns of Au NP 
assembled film converted from the 2D image. Photo credit: Liping Song, College of 
Material, Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Hangzhou Normal University.
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monolayer construction. This approach provides a powerful platform 
for fabricating macroscopic and uniform monolayer arrays with the 
use of a small amount of NPs (0.49 mg of Au NPs on 17 cm2). Our 
proposed thin film technology has vital importance in nanoengi-
neering, especially using in nanomaterials with low production.

The ultralow surface energy of PFT enables uniform, rapid, and 
scale-up interfacial assembly of Au NPs, from the following three 
aspects: (i) facilitating ultralow surface energy for interfacial assem-
bly, (ii) initiating a strong kinetical potential to drive the PFT-coated 
Au NPs to move to the interface (36), and (iii) achieving uniform 
and dense assembling of thin film on interface via van der Waals 
force between PFT (37). When adding PFT into Au NP aqueous 
solution (fig. S13), the PFT molecules are instantly changed from 
relatively stretchable state to collapsed state in the form of super-
hydrophobic beads with a size around 0.1 nm2 alongside the diffusion 
of ethanol into water (Nethanol:Nwater = 1:5). This allows the PFT 
bonding to Au NPs by Au─S covalent interaction. Raman spectrum 
results identify the stretching vibration at 291 and 2137 cm−1 (curve c 
in fig. S14), which verifies the presence of Au─S covalent bond and 

efficient attachment of PFT on Au NPs (38). On the basis of our 
calculation, a total amount of ca. 107 PFT molecules has been added 
in the solution of 10 ml to achieve NPs of 49 g/ml. However, 
only ~104 PFT molecules (~ 0.1% of total amount in mixture) will 
be needed to cover the surface of Au NPs to induce the ultralow 
surface energy. Thus, most PFT molecules distribute in the water 
phase to reduce the hydrophobic interaction energy of the environ-
ment and initiate a strong kinetic potential to drive the PFT-coated 
Au NPs to move to the interface rapidly. Once Au NPs reach the 
water-hexane interface, the van der Waals force between PFT 
molecules (36) from neighboring Au NPs stabilizes and coordinates 
each NP in lattice structure to form the monolayer. The interfacial 
self-assembly of NPs into monolayer is systematically investigated 
as a function of the addition of PFT, and the surface hydrophobicity 
results in Fig. 2C show the robustness of the obtained Au NP films. 
Stable contact angle values are achieved at around 132° when we 
have PFT concentrations from 100 M to 100 mM in the mixture, 
which indicate a threshold amount of 100 M to acquire complete 
attachment of PFT on Au NPs.

Fig. 3. The universality of PFT-dominated interfacial assembly approach. (A) UV-Vis spectra of Au NP solution before (curve i) and after assembly without (curve ii) 
and with PFT (curve iii). (B) Utilization statistics of Au NPs after assembly without PFT (curve i) and with PFT (curve ii). (C) Photographs of different materials assembled at 
interface. Scale bars, 1 cm. (D) Scanning electron microscopy images of different materials assembled at interface: Left to right: Au NRs, Ag NPs, SiO2 microspheres, and 
Fe3O4, respectively. Scale bars, 100 nm. (E) Schematic diagram of the diversity of PFT-induced interfacial assembly. (F) Conjectural assembly mechanism diagram of 
nano- and microparticles without functional group to chemical covalence to PFT. (G) Phase diagram of different materials after assembly with PFT for evaluating the relationship 
between hydrophobicity and particle availability. Photo credit: Liping Song, College of Material, Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Hangzhou Normal University.
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Universal applicability of PFT dominated interfacial 
assembly to other NPs
This interfacial self-assembly strategy shows universal applicability 
to a wider group of materials such as metal NPs [Au nanorods 
(Au NRs) and Ag NPs] and their composites, Au NPs-Polyaniline 
(Au NPs@PANI) core-shell NPs, quantum dots (QDs), carbon nano-
tubes (CNTs), polystyrene (PS) microparticles, as well as Fe3O4 and 
SiO2 NPs (Fig. 3C and fig. S15). High-quality films are achieved for 
most of particles with uniform and dense morphology (Fig. 3D and 
fig. S16). This interfacial assembly approach is independent of 
particle morphology, size, species, surface properties [zeta potentials 
ranging from −57 mV for Ag NPs (fig. S17) to 50 mV for hexa-
decyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC)–Au NPs (fig. S1)], and 
diversity functional groups (table S3). In addition, the assembly 
approach exhibited a wide distribution in size and shape (Fig. 3E). 
Unlike Au NPs, there is no impregnable covalent bond between PFT 
and nonmetallic NPs such as polymer and core-shell nanomaterials. 
There are three possibilities to be responsible for the film formation: 
(i) the affinity of the sulfhydryl group on PFT to the functional 
groups on particles. When adding PFT solution, particles will bind 
to them by hydrophilic affinity and move to the hexane-water inter-
face (Fig. 3F). For example, we achieve high-quality, uniform, and 
dense-assembling structures with PFT on both PS microparticles 
and Au NPs@PANI. However, aggregations are found on the bottom 
of containers when replacing PFT (with ─SH as functional group) 
with perfluoro- 1-decanol (with ─OH as functional group) (fig. S18). 
(ii) The extremely low surface energy (6.7 mJ/m2 for ─CF3) of PFT 
(39) could decrease the adsorption barrier markedly and allow the 
PFT move to the interface during the assembly, creating a strong 
attraction for particles. (iii) Massive PFT distributing in solution to 
initiate a strong kinetical potential to drive the PFT-coated nano/
microparticles to interface.

To offer a quantified measure, we construct a phase diagram for 
assembly efficiency of different materials as a function of hydro-
phobic energy constant (K132; Fig. 3G), which plays determining 
role for the value of hydrophobic interaction energy (Ghydro). In 
general, Au NPs modified with hydrophilic ligands often present 
ultralow assembly efficiency (≤1.3%) due to their low contact angles 
(≤40°) and low hydrophobic interaction energy (K132 ≤ 10−17 J). 
The difficulty for assembly may be attributed to the high kinetical 
adsorption barrier of the NPs enabled by the strong and unshakable 
hydrophilic sulfhydryl ligands. For noble metal NPs without modi-
fication (such as Au NPs, Au NRs, and Ag NPs), the utilization effi-
ciencies of the NPs were up to 99% due to their high contact angle 
(≥120°) and hydrophobic interaction energy (K132 ≥ 10−14 J). For 
nonmetal particles such as core-shell Au NPs@PANI and PS micro-
spheres, the assembling efficiencies were about 75% due to their large 
size and relatively low hydrophobic energy (K132 = 10−15 to 10−14 J). 
Thus, the assembly efficiency can be roughly predicted by assessing 
the contact angle and surface chemistry of NPs.

Conformal lift-on transferring of 2D monolayer films
Lithography-based thin film fabrication, a widely used technique in 
microdevice engineering (40), has ongoing limitations such as the 
high process cost and the use of complicated template (41). In this 
work, scale-up assembly of NPs in 2D films provides an alternative 
by coating 2D monolayer film on arbitrary substrate via a two-step 
process (42). As illustrated in Fig. 4A, 2D Au NP monolayer films 
can be transferred straightforwardly via a lift-on process using the 

substrate to lift the free-standing 2D films on water surface ranging 
from hydrophobic oilpaper (120°) to hydrophilic quartz glass (45°) 
(Fig.  4B). 2D monolayer films fit nicely with nearly arbitrary 
substrate via Langmuir-Blodgett transfer technique (20) despite the 
high hydrophobicity (Fig. 2C). We can even achieve multilayer 
films by repeatedly transferring Au NP monolayer (fig. S19); 
however, dedicated accessories/equipment will be needed to ensure 
a good dimensional alignment when applying this strategy to create 
structures. Printing large-scale thin film on target substrate can 
be accomplished by exerting appropriate force on Au NP film 
(Fig. 4C). We also find that the micropattern of the thin film from 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) can be retained entirely on glass 
(Fig. 4D).

To understand the transfer mechanism, we next model the 
system as a laminated structure composed of three layers: (i) glass 
substrate, (ii) Au monolayer, and (iii) PDMS stamp (see fig. S20). 
The transfer process depends on the competing adhesion at the two 
interfaces in the structure. To quantify the strength of adhesion, we 
use a critical energy release rate Gc. Gc accounts for the energy 
release when the interfacial bond is broken and the energy dissipa-
tion around the crack tip (43). Therefore, higher Gc corresponds to 
higher adhesive strength. By comparing the critical energy release 
rates at the Au/glass interface (  G c  Au/glass  ) and the Au/PDMS interface 
(  G c  

Au/PDMS  ), the criteria for pickup and printing processes can be 
obtained as (43).

Fig. 4. The conformal coating of assembled monolayer film on various sub-
strates. (A) Schematic diagram of transferring and printing of Au NP assembled 
films. (B) Photographs of Au NP assembled films transferring on various hydrophilic 
and hydrophobic substrates. Scale bars, 0.5 cm. Printing 2D Au NP films on PDMS 
with macroscopic (C) and micropatterned (D) Au NP films on glass substrate. Scale 
bars, 10 m. (E) Estimated printing efficiency of Au NP films on glass with different 
press pressures. (F) Estimated printing efficiency of Au NP films micropatterns on 
glass with different print times and shapes. Photo credit: Liping Song, College of 
Material, Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Hangzhou Normal University.
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For printing

   G c  
Au/glass  >  G c  

Au/PDMS   (5)

For pick up

   G c  
Au/glass  <  G c  

Au/PDMS   (6)

It is found in the literature that   G c  
Au/PDMS   is around 4 J/m2 at the 

low peeling rate (~0), which is smaller than the average   G c  
Au/glass   

around 12 J/m2 (44). Therefore, for our quasi-static printing test 
(low peeling rate), criterion (Eq. 5) is satisfied, and the Au monolayer 
is transferred (printed) to the glass substrate (fig. S20). Moreover, to 
ensure the conformal contact between the Au monolayer and the 
substrate, we usually apply a gentle pressure on the laminated struc-
ture before peeling off the PDMS stamp. If the gentle pressure has 
not reached threshold, then the contact between Au monolayer and 
the substrate is ideal. In this case,   G c  

Au/glass   is decreased since adhe-
sion is dominated by van der Waals interactions (45), which dimin-
ish with increasing distance. As a result, criterion (Eq. 5) may not be 
satisfied, leading to a reduction in transferring (printing) efficiency. 
As shown in Fig. 4E and figs. S21 and S22, the printing efficiency 
presents a series of transformations from no Au NP films printed 
without press pressure (I), part of them printed (II, 0.01 N), totally 
printed (III, 0.5 N), and residuals between patterns printed (IV, 5 N). 
The effect of compressive force on the printing process is also 

investigated here, and it is found that a compressive force of 0.5 N is 
large enough to reach ~100% printing efficiency. Moreover, the 
transfer printing process in this work seems be independent of the 
shape of micropatterns and printing time. Some micropatterns with 
sharp shape (curvature up to 0.7; Fig. 4F) and different layouts (fig. 
S23) can also be successfully printed without any vestiges. Practically, 
we find that several possibilities intriguingly enable the transferring 
and high-resolution printing of Au NP films as follows: (i) Ethanol 
bridged the Au NP films at interface with substrate considering the 
low surface tension of ethanol (22.1 mN/m). It is found that the 
transferring efficiency of Au NP films to substrate suffered great 
impact after vaporizing ethanol at high temperature (fig. S24). (ii) 
The hydrogen bond interaction between ─C─F and ─OH or ─HX 
of substrate (46, 47) is conducive to transfer and print Au NP films. 
As a result, the Au NP films on silicon wafer with/without plasma 
treatment show distinguishing printing performance (fig. S25). (iii) 
The large surface area and the relative mechanical stability of Au 
NP monolayer (48) provide convenience (movie S2) for the trans-
ferring of Au NP films. In addition, integrating substrate to the air 
side of Au NP films is more suitable for obtaining conformal Au NP 
films considering the hydrophobicity mismatches (fig. S26).

Demonstration of the fluorescent pattern based on the  
lift-on transferring of assembled film
The conformal functional optical patterning holds promises for various 
applications, such as soft electronics, solar cells, and anti-counterfeiting 

Fig. 5. The printing abilities of composite films for constructing fluorescent security micropatterns. (A) Schematic diagram of adsorbing fluorescent dyes (MB) via 
self-healing 2D Au NP monolayer films and the printing of patterned fluorescent security labels. (B to E) Fluorescent images of self-assembled micropatterns printed on 
glass from PDMS with different spacings. Scale bars, 10 m. (F and G) Fluorescent image of micropatterned letter HZNU and its local enlarged images. Scale bars, 100, 20, 
and 5 m (F, G, and H, respectively). (I to K) Fluorescent image of micropatterned panda and its local enlarged images. Scale bars, 100, 20, and 5 m (I, J, and K, respectively). 
Photo credit: Liping Song, College of Material, Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Hangzhou Normal University.
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security labels (49). However, the traditional printing technologies 
often suffer high cost, limited pattern area, low universality, low 
efficiency in integrating the fluorescent/optical indicator layer, and 
low throughput in mass production (50). In this work, the Au NP 
films at the hexane-water interface exhibited outstanding anti- 
interference performance and excellent capturing/mixing feature to 
incorporating fluorescent molecules in the assembled monolayer. 
Unlike traditional interfacial assembled monolayers, the PFT-induced 
Au NP films exhibit the “self-healing” performance (51) as Au NPs 
reassembly at the interface instantaneously after intensively stirring 
(1500 rpm) the film-assembled hexane-water system (fig. S27). The 
energy equilibrium of the system will be restored when the kinetical 
adsorption barrier (G; Eq. 2) drives the PFT-coated Au NPs to 
interface to re-establish the surface tension difference between 
water phase and interface. A unique molecule mixing is fulfilled 
alongside this kinetical adsorption barrier-driving NP movement. 
The fluorescent dye molecules are captured and mixed with Au NPs 
and eventually embedded in the Au NP monolayer uniformly. As 
shown in Fig. 5A, a certain amount of fluorescent dye [methylene 
blue (MB)] in aqueous solution can be captured after reassembling 
2D Au NP monolayer (fig. S28).

Thus, we believe that PFT-coated Au NP films pave a distinctive way 
to construct security labels with high uniformity, large scale, and high 
resolution. After being transferred on patterned PDMS in a lift-on 
manner, the composite film presents uniform and macroscopic 
assemblies. The chiseled micropattern with different spacings on 
glass is acquired (Fig. 5, B  to E, and fig. S29). Note that the mis-
matching between the absorption of Au NPs (523 nm; Fig. 2C) and 
the fluorescent emission of MB (675 nm; fig. S28) effectively avoids the 
fluorescence interference between them. Apart from MB, Rhodamine 
6G (R6G) can also be captured to interface for printing, and micro-
patterned features with sharp corners can be clearly observed 
without fluorescence signals (fig. S30). Capturing molecules at the 
interface should meet two necessary conditions: (i) relatively high 
concentration for molecules (>10−6 M for MB and >10−7 M for 
R6G) and (ii) a desired kinetic potential for Au NPs to effectively 
capture and take fluorescent dyes to the interface. We further print 
the fluorescence letters of “HZNU” (Fig. 5, F to H) and an image of 
“panda” (Fig. 5,  I  to K) that made up of micropattern (5 m) by 
transferring from the designed PDMS (fig. S31). The resolution and 
contrast of pattern can be highly controllable as there is no fluores-
cence between the adjacent neighboring micropatterns, which is 
enabled by transferring the interfacial enhanced self-assembled 
PFT-coated NPs. This facile fabrication of thin film with high 
capturing efficiency, good printing accuracy, and universal appli-
cability on the various substrates presents great potentials in the 
future application in scale-up soft electronics and distinguished 
anti-counterfeiting.

DISCUSSION
In summary, we describe an instant and universal interfacial self- 
assembly strategy through tuning the contact angle of NPs. This 
approach has been demonstrated to achieve scale up assembly (up to 
95 cm2) within less than 5 s. This interfacial self- assembly approach 
exhibits high particle utilization efficiency up to 97.5% along with 
high film uniformity, as well as compatibility with a wide range of 
common materials. Moreover, it also enables a lift-on strategy 
facilitating transfer of thin film by transferring the self-assembled 

monolayer onto arbitrary substrates. In addition to macroscopic and 
micropattern printing, with the assistance of molecule capturing 
properties, the thin film exhibits strong self- healing performance 
and functional fluorescent anti-counterfeiting properties. We believe 
that this unique thin film strategy will pave a way for adaptive, 
simple, highly distinguished soft electronics, and distinguished 
anti-counterfeiting applications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
All chemicals were used as received without further purification. Gold 
(III) chloride trihydrate (HAuCl4·3H2O, ≥99.99%) was purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich. Sodium citrate (SC; ≥99%), tris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane (Tris Base, Guaranteed reagent), ethanol, R6G, MB, 
hexane (Guaranteed reagent), toluene, butyl alcohol, cyclohexane, 
dichloromethane, and methanol were obtained from Sinopharm 
Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). 1H,1H,2H,2H- 
perfluorodecthiol (>97%), 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro-1-decanol, perflu-
orododecane (>97%), and 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltriethoxysilane 
(>96%) were purchased from J&K Scientific. Hexadecyltrimethyl-
ammonium bromide (CTAB; >98.0%), CTAC (>98.0%). Mono-
dispersed PS microspheres suspension (2 m, 5 weight % in water) 
was obtained from Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd. 
(Shanghai, China). The raw multiwall CNTs with a diameter of about 
10 to 30 nm (>90%) was obtained from Chengdu Organic Chemistry 
Co. Ltd. Fe3O4 NPs (10 nm, 1 mg/ml) was purchased from Keeco 
Biotechnology Co. Ltd. (Nanjing, China). The patterned PDMS tem-
plate was commercially available. All chemicals were used without 
further purification. Deionized water was used throughout the 
experiment process.

Synthesis of NPs
The CTAC–Au NPs were synthesized according to previous work 
(29) as follows: 50 l of these CTAB seeds, ascorbic acid (1.5 ml, 
100 mM), and CTAC (2.0 ml, 200 mM) were mixed at 600 rpm, 
followed by injecting HAuCl4 (2.0 ml, 0.5 mM). After stirred for 
15 min (300 rpm), the Au NPs were purified by centrifugation and 
further dispersed in CTAC (1.0 ml, 20 mM). These Au NP@CTAC 
were used as seeds to further synthesize Au NPs@CTAC with larger 
diameters: Au NPs@CTAC was purified by centrifugation and 
further dispersed in 20 mM CTAC. CTAC (20 ml, 100 mM) and the 
Au NPs@CTAC seeds with curtained volume (in 20 mM CTAC) 
were mixed and treated with ultrasound for 10 min. The mixture 
was stirred (400 rpm) in a water bath at 30°C by adding ascorbic 
acid (1.3 ml, 10 mM). After 1 min, HAuCl4 (20 ml, 0.5 mM) was 
added into the mixture with a speed of 20 ml/hour. Then, the 
mixture was stirred (400 rpm) for another 10 min at 30°C, and the 
Au NPs@CTAC pellet was dispersed in the same volume of water 
after treating with centrifugation.

The SC–Au NPs were synthesized according to our previous work 
(30): 140 ml of deionized water was heated until the temperature was 
constant at 137°C. Then, 10 ml of SC (33 mM) solution was added 
and stirred for 15 min. Then, 1 ml of fresh HAuCl4 (25 mM) and 
5 ml of Tris Base (0.1 M) solution were sequentially added (time 
delay, 60 s). The temperature of the oil bath was adjusted to 100°C 
after 20 min of continuous heating. Then, 1 ml of HAuCl4 (25 mM) 
was injected an additional two times with an interval of 30 min 
to improve the shape and size uniformity of obtained Au NPs. 
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Ag NPs (52), Au NRs (53), Au NPs@PANI (54), QDs (55), and 
SiO2-NH2 (56) were all synthesized according to previous work. All 
NPs are monodispersed and fresh-prepared without any pretreatment.

Interfacial assembly of Au NPs
Five milliliters of newly Au NPs was placed into a 5-ml glass bottle. 
Then, the PFT solution (10 mM, 10 ml, Vethanol:Vhexane = 2:1) was 
poured into the Au NP solution, oscillating 3 s and stewing 2 s 
to obtain density 2D Au NP monolayer films. The film-forming 
process of other materials is similar to the assembly procedure 
of Au NPs.

The printing of Au NP monolayer films
The printing of Au NP films on glass was achieved by applying a 
certain pressing force (~0.5 N) on clean and dry glass and keep for 
15 s. The printing of Au NP–dye complexed films was achieved by 
similar methods.

Characterization techniques
UV-Vis absorption spectra were recorded by a TU-1810 UV-Vis 
spectrophotometer provided by Purkinje General Instrument Co. 
Ltd. The morphologies of Au NPs were investigated via an S-4800 
(Hitachi, Japan) field-emission scanning electron microscope at an 
acceleration voltage of 4 kV. Transmission electron microscopy was 
performed on a JEOL JEM 2100 electron microscope operating at 
200 kV. Raman spectra were collected on an R-3000HR spectrometer 
(Raman Systems Inc., R-3000 series) with a red light-emitting diode 
laser (532 nm). Laser power was 0.5% (1.4 mW). Contact angle 
pictures was carried out by a contact angle meter (DCAT21 and 
OCA25) using a 3-l droplet of water as an indicator. The small- 
angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments were performed at 
beamline BL16B1 of Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility. The 
incident x-ray photon energy was 10 keV (wavelength = 0.124 nm). 
The beam size was 0.4 mm by 0.5 mm. The distance between the 
sample and the detector was set to 1.92 m. The scattering patterns 
were collected by a Pilatus 2M detector with pixel size of 172 m 
by 172 m. Micropattern fluorescence characterizations were con-
ducted with Zeiss confocal laser fluorescence microcope (LSM-710,  
Germany).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abk2852
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